
 

 
 
 

Springtime Basket 
 

A cushion with a pocket 
 
 
Block size: 12 inches 
 
 
 

c m t 
 



Requirements  
 
1 fat quarter background (white) 
 
13 x 4½ inch main basket fabric (yellow) 
 
13 x 2½ inch strip contrast (blue) 
 
20 inches narrow bias binding (your own or bought) 
 
1 fat quarter for cushion back 
 
7 x 13 inch scrap of wadding or Vilene for basket 
 
12½ inch square wadding for basket block 
 
12½ inch square backing for basket block 
 
 
 
Cutting 
 
From background cut a 13 inch square and use the template to cut a 
basket shape. 
 
 
Basket  
 
1. Stitch the basket and contrast strips 
together. Press. 
 
 
2. Layer the Vilene/wadding the basket strips (right sides up) and on top 
the background basket shape (right side down). Pin 
through all three layers. 
 
3. Stitch from the bottom of the basket along the 
side, top and other side. Fasten the threads at both ends. Do not stitch 
across the bottom. 
 
4. Trim the Vilene and basket strips to the basket shape. 
 
5. Turn right sides out through the bottom of the basket.  
 
6. Press and topstitch across the top of the basket. Stitch in the ditch 
along the contrast seam. Add any other quilting, or embellishment. 
 



Block 
 
1. Pin the basket in place on the background square. 
 
2. Pin the bias in place as the basket handle – use the 
pinned basket as a guide. 
 

 
3. Remove the basket and stitch the bias in place. Stitch 
the inside curve first, then the outside. 
 
 
 

 
4. Put the basket back. Pin in place. 
 
5. Stitch the basket in place along the sides only. 
 
6. Layer the block with wadding and backing and quilt along the edges of 
the handle and the basket. Add any other quilting you as you wish. 
 
7. Trim the block to 12½ inches square. 
 
To make the cushion 
 
1. Cut a 12½ x 6½ inch and a 12½ and an 8½ inch rectangle from your 
cushion back fabric. 
 
2. Fold under and press ¼ inch on one 
long side of each rectangle. Fold under 
and press another ¼ inch. Stitch along 
this folded edge to neaten it. 
 

3. Place the basket block right side up and 
place the rectangles right sides down on 
top. Make sure the raw edges are all even 
and the turned under edges of the 
rectangles overlap each other. It is better 
if the larger rectangle is placed first and 
then the smaller one. 

 
4. Stitch all the way round the edge of the cushion with a ¼ inch seam. 
Make sure you have caught the bottom of the basket in your stitching. 
 
5. Turn right sides out and add a cushion pad to complete. 
 
If you wanted a larger cushion then you could add a border around the 
basket block first. 
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Templates for  "basket base"  as 12.000 by 12.000 (inches) block in EQ8 Project "Easter" printed from EQ8!
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